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CCTV Drainage Inspection

Blocked Drain, Pipe and Sewer Cleaning

Super Drain carries out CCTV inspection programmes of drains, sewers and pipes for a wide variety
of clients, to ascertain the structural integrity of their drainage assets. Utility companies may have
to carry this out under the terms of their operating licence. Businesses with process and production
facilities may require drainage inspections to comply with their company guidelines, and of course,
they are necessary for organisations looking to achieve or maintain ISO140001 environmental
management accreditation - standard for which Super Drain provides advice and CAD drainage
plans as well as practical drainage inspection and maintenance services. Our visual reporting
capability is what makes Super Drains CCTV drainage inspection service so impressive. Of course,
we produce a detailed written report after every inspection. But, thanks to clever 360o camera
technology combined with special software, we are able to produce a visual level of reporting that
engineers could only dream of not very long ago. This visual reporting has revolutionised CCTV
drainage inspection - you only need look at the images shown here to appreciate how much.

From small household blockages to major sewers, Superdrains comprehensive ﬂeet of specialist
drain cleaning units will provide the answer to all your blockage problems. Our highly trained
operators are on hand to provide emergency responses, assisting you any time, day or night,
throughout the year.

Our extensive range of CCTV survey equipment provides essential back up to our drainage and
civils divisions. We have the capability to survey small and large diameter pipes and culverts to
either locate faults or provide straight forward conditional reports. Super Drains' advanced drain
CCTV survey technology is the best and most cost eﬀective way to inspect drains and sewers. If
you already have a drainage problem or are just keen to avoid one in the future, a Super Drain
CCTV drain or sewer survey is a quick and accurate way to get an instant, detailed look at the
condition of your underground drains. We use remotely controlled, specialist camera systems and
software to carry out a CCTV drains survey. These drain inspection cameras relay images to a
mobile van unit, so that a technician can assess the structural condition and integrity of the drain
or sewer. And, there's absolutely no disruption to your property or the environment - it's simple.
The technology isn't simple though. In fact, it's the world's most sophisticated CCTV survey
equipment. Our camera units allow us to get the best results from any CCTV drain or sewer survey
and the specialist software means that you see the results for yourself on DVD, all supported by a
full technical report. Our Wincan veriﬁcation software enables over 450 independent checks of
data to be included in your CCTV survey, validating the coding and making every survey comply
with Wita/O52O pipeline surveying accreditation. Wincan validation software also ensures
complete consistency through report standardisation.
Super Drain has the skilled manpower and sophisticated CCTV technology to inspect all manner
of sewer chambers, manholes, tanks and vessels, whether it's for maintenance or to identify decay,
structural defects or water ingress or egress. Remember that noxious gases may be present in
sewer chambers, so this is always best undertaken by experts, like Super Drain, under strict safety
conditions. We deliver complete survey packages of underground assets - including drains, sewers,
boreholes, pipelines, ducts and other hard to access locations - which are invaluable in establishing
structural condition and identifying and locating cross connections, overﬂows, corrosion and
blockages.
A signiﬁcant volume of Super Drains work is carried out in intrinsically
safe areas of plants such as petrochemical, pharmaceutical, etc. To enable
the surveying of ducts and pipework systems in such areas. Super Drain
operates a range of EX (Explosion Proof ) Equipment. As our operators are
fully trained and qualiﬁed to the highest Standard you can rest assured
that your project will be carried out to the highest standards of safety.

At Super Drain, we consider your problem to be our problem... leave it to us! It's our job!

If you're experiencing reoccurring problems, we can provide a full investigation service using the
latest CCTV survey and detection technology. After identifying the issue, we can oﬀer cost
eﬀective repair solutions. These will then be carried out in house, by our civil engineering
division.

Flood and Spillage Management
Super Drain are fast becoming the ﬁrst port of call for major clients in the event of major or minor
ﬂoods or spillages, both internal and external. Our experienced team is supported by a large
ﬂeet of vehicles and equipment.Whether it be oil, water or sewage, we can help.

Repair and Rehabilitation of Drains
If all else fails and you are required to carry out repairs to your system, you can be assured our
highly experienced staﬀ will be on hand to provide you with a cost eﬀective repair.
Super Drain use “Trenchless Technology” for repairs that are not readily accessible or
economically viable to repair through conventional digging.
We also specialise in new installations of not only drainage systems but also pipework, septic
tanks, Interceptors and grease traps.

Our Services include:
• Drain cleaning
• Grease traps emptied & maintained
• Septic tanks & interceptors emptied
• CCTV Surveys
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• Drain tracing & mapping
• Pipe re-lining & repair
• Oil spills (environmental clean ups)
• Regulatory advisory service

